Urine pH variation dynamics in healthy individuals and stone formers.
Urine pH density distribution curves have been obtained in groups of patients with concrements of various chemical compositions. Quantitative regularities for mixing chemical compounds in the concrements established by the infrared spectroscopic method have been shown to agree with urine pH distribution density (in time). Potential physicochemical mechanisms for the revealed generality are considered. In particular, it is indicated that urine pH variations display in the first approximation buffer effect of the concrement components. A Fourier analysis of pH variations in the homogeneous urine of healthy individuals and in the systems of urine versus concrement as a time function has been made. Urine pH variations observed have been shown to be approximated by the superposition of harmonic vibrations with a range of frequencies multiple of the diurnal one. It has been found that a distinctly pronounced and complicated gamut of pH fluctuations over the entire physiological range of values (i.e. 4.5-8.5) is typical of healthy individuals in contrast to the stone formers.